**FLOW CHART ON NEGATIVE INSTRUMENTS**

1. **DPLR considers instrument**
   - Yes: Points to raise?
   - No: Government responds

2. **Points to raise?**
   - Yes: Letter to Scottish Government
   - No: DPLR on instrument to lead committee and Parliament

3. **DPLR on instrument to lead committee and Parliament**
   - Lead committee considers instrument

4. **Lead committee considers instrument**
   - Motion to annul lodged?
     - Yes: Lead committee debates motion
     - No: Lead committee may report on instrument to Parliament

5. **Motion to annul lodged?**
   - Yes: Lead committee debates motion
   - No: Lead committee reports on instrument to Parliament

6. **Lead committee debates motion**
   - Motion agreed?
     - Yes: Lead committee reports on instrument to Parliament
     - No: Bureau motion put to Parliament

7. **Bureau motion put to Parliament**
   - Decision

8. **Lead committee reports on instrument to Parliament**
   - Procedure completed

9. **Procedure completed**
   - Decision